R Number
Reference ,, #2  ,,  #2  CVC2143  ,, #3  ,,  #3  CVC2144  ,, #4  ,,  #4  CVC2145  ,, #5  ,,  #5  CVC2150  ,, #6  ,,  #6  CVC2151  ,, #7  ,,  #7  CVC2152  ,, #8  ,,  #8  CVC2153  ,, #9 ,, #9 CVC2075
oriC-zeo∆seqA BR1704 oriC-zeo

Zeo
CVC2092
Figures A and C   ,,  #1  ,,  #1  CVC2146  ,,  #2  ,,  #2  CVC2147  ,,  #3  ,,  #3  CVC2148  ,,  #4  ,,  #4  CVC2149  ,,  #5  ,,  #5  CVC2154  ,,  #6  ,,  #6  CVC2155  ,,  #7  ,,  #7  CVC2156  ,,  #8  ,,  #8  CVC2157  ,,  #9  ,,  #9  CVC2094 oriC-FRT BR1703 oriC-FRT CVC2239 Figs 2 and 3;  Figures A and B   ,,  #1  ,,  #1  CVC2240  ,,  #2  ,,  #2  CVC2241  ,,  #3  ,,  #3  CVC2242  ,,  #4  ,,  #4  CVC2243   ,,   #5  ,,  #5  CVC2244  ,,  #6  ,,  #6  CVC2245  ,,  #7  ,,  #7  CVC2246  ,,  #8  ,,  #8  CVC2247  ,,  #9  ,,  #9  CVC2248 oriC-FRT∆seqA BR1704 oriC-FRT CVC2249 Fig 2: Figures A,  B and D   ,,  #1  ,,  #1  CVC2250  ,,  #2  ,,  #2  CVC2251  ,,  #3  ,,  #3  CVC2252  ,,  #4  ,,  #4  CVC2253  ,,  #5  ,,  #5  CVC2254  ,,  #6  ,,  #6  CVC2255  ,,  #7  ,,  #7  CVC2256  ,,  #8  ,,  #8  CVC2257 ,, #9 ,, #9 CVC2258
oriC-zeo GATC®GTTC #1 CVC2073 GATC®GTTC #1 ,,  #2  ,,  #2  CVC2902  ,,  #3  ,,  #3  CVC2903  ,,  #4  ,,  #4  CVC2904  ,,  #5  ,,  #5  CVC2905  ,,  #6  ,,  #6  CVC2906  Figs 4 and 5;  Figure E  ,,  #7  ,,  #7  CVC2907   Fig 4: Figure E   ,,  #8  ,,  #8  CVC2908  ,,  #9  ,,  #9  CVC2909  ,,  #5- Overcoming of initiation defect due to a mutation in #6 GATC in R5 by GATC mutations in #5 or #7-9 GATC of oriC. Chromosome contents of the GATC mutants were determined as in Fig 4A, except that CAA concentration was 0.5% instead of 0.1%. Note that initiation becomes more efficient in the double mutant #5-6 and in the quadruple mutant #6-9 compared to the single mutant #6.
